
TEN YEARS AGO, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN DIFFICULT TO
IMAGINE THAT THE DIESEL PERFORMANCE AFTERMAR-
KET WOULD BE AT THE LEVEL IT IS TODAY. EVEN THOSE
SUPPORTING ANALYSTS AT THE TIME THAT TOUTED
DIESEL PERFORMANCE AND HOW IT REPRESENTED THE
FUTURE HAD LITTLE IMPACT. NOW LOOK AT WHERE WE
ARE TODAY, AS WE SEE MORE AND MORE DIESELS ALL
THE TIME. OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS, WE CAN
EXPECT THE NUMBER OF AVAILABLE DIESELS TO DOU-
BLE OR EVEN TRIPLE. THAT’S GOOD NEWS.

Today’s youth get the message, too, as they grasp the concept
of these eco-friendly rides, and as a result you see more hopped-
up F-250s and F-350s instead of Camaros, Novas and Mustangs in
the parking lots frequented by kids. In fact, much of the aftermar-
ket is shifting its attention slowly to diesel power and performance,
and as turbo diesel pickups become more available on the used
truck market, the number of aftermarket components that will be
available will make building a late-model turbo diesel truck a no-
brainer.

After building several late-model Mustangs, sport trucks and a
few hot rods of his own, Brandon Rievley decided that it was time
to step up and purchase a truck capable of handling the task of
daily driver and weekend hot rod. And while Rievley was accus-
tomed to driving 400hp pony cars, after careful deliberation, he
decided to try his hand at a diesel. He purchased this ’99 F-350 in
the summer of 2001. The dualie was only slightly used and in
excellent condition with only a few miles on the odometer. He
knew that with the right combination of aftermarket components
that this truck would be capable of hauling his Formula power-
boat and a whole lot more.

Rievley began modifying his truck just as he would one of

his muscle cars. He started with
the chassis, and since the truck
would see very minimal time
pulling the boat or car trailer, it
was decided that the truck
needed a serious lowering,
both front and rear. Rievley
started by dropping the front of
the truck 3 inches using
Belltech I-beams. To drop the
rear, a set of Belltech lowering
shackles were installed, which
allowed the truck to retain its
towing capability and spring
rate for larger loads. 

After cleaning up the chas-
sis, it was decided that the
truck would need a set of large-
diameter rollers to fill those
huge fenders. To handle the
task of installing the big truck
wheels, a set of custom billet
aluminum adapters were
machined to allow the installa-
tion of the massive 22-inch pol-
ished Alcoa wheels on all four
corners. The massive 22-inch
rollers are wrapped in Nixon
305/40-22 rubber bands. You
can accomplish the same swap
with wheels and adapters now
available from American Force,
which are available for the

dualie in 22-, 22.5-, 24- and
24.5-inch diameters. Adapters
mount big rig wheels to the
dualie, and are available in alu-
minum or steel (see sidebar).

At first glance, the exterior
of this sinister Super Duty
appears stock, but upon closer
inspection, the truck reveals
several subtle but effective
modifications. Up front, Rievley
removed the grille and hood
and bumper, and to achieve
the stealth style of the truck,
the bumper and grille were
stripped and painted to match
the body. After reinstalling the
bumper and grille, Rievley
decided to toss the factory
hood, and replaced it with a
Cervini’s ram-air-style unit.
Continuing the stealth theme is
a set of blacked-out cab lights,
headlight and taillight black-
outs, along with blacked-out
sidemarkers. To keep unwant-
ed sun out and the ladies won-
dering, Rievley decided to tint
the windows black, completing
the stealth look. To contrast
with the rich, deep black hue,
he chose to install billet
emblems on the front fenders
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and tailgate, along with a Banks
polished exhaust tip. The
choice to keep the rear bumper
chrome was a good one, as it
looks great on the rear.

Under the new Cervini’s cus-
tom hood resides a stock 7.3-
liter Power Stroke diesel
engine, producing 235 hp and
500 lb-ft of torque (from the
factory). Not quite content with
this level of power, Rievley
installed an aftermarket pro-
grammer that raised the horse-
power to nearly 300 hp.
Backing up the 7.3-liter diesel is
a factory five-speed transmis-
sion.

Inside the cabin of his Ford,
Rievley decided to begin fitting
the truck with a Kenwood 7-
inch flip-out touch-screen head
unit with DVD/CD capability.
The original speakers have
been removed from the truck
and replaced with Memphis
Belles. Pumping out serious
bass is an Audiobahn 15-inch
sub and 1,600 watt amp combi-
nation housed inside a custom-
made center console. Since the
truck is used for daily activities,
the factory Ford leather was
now beginning to show its age,
so Rievley decided to install a

new interior. He liked the new
King Ranch interior, so he locat-
ed a wrecked King Ranch Ford
and swapped the front and rear
captain’s chairs, along with the
remainder of the distressed
leather interior from the
wrecked truck into the F-350.
The swap looks great against
the black paint, and the whole
transformation cost a tick over
$1,000, much less than a cus-
tom interior or even the cost of
recovering the existing interior
components.

After owning the Super
Duty for more than four years
and logging over 100,000 miles
behind the wheel, Rievley plans
to begin adding a few power
parts, which include an upgrad-
ed Garrett Turbo and larger
intercooler. These and several
other performance parts will
help bring the truck up to
today’s level of diesel perform-
ance, not to mention turn
heads along the way. It seems
as though Rievley has found
the perfect work truck but with
the true spirit of a hot rod! DB
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Rather than simply install a set of seat covers or have the factory seats recov-

ered, Rievley opted to install a complete King Ranch interior. The distressed

leather looks fabulous in the interior and against the black paint.

GOING BIG
AMERICAN FORCE WHEELS HAS MADE BIG
WHEEL UPGRADES A BOLT-ON AFFAIR

As the popularity of dualie diesel pickups has
grown, so has the aftermarket availability of hot new
products. One of the more troublesome but popular
conversions was swapping big truck wheels onto F-
350s as well as GMs 3500 and the Dodge HDs. To
accomplish this, an adapter was needed—and had to
be fabricated—to fit the larger 10-lug 22-, 22.5- or
even 24-inch wheels onto the dualie to replace the
16-inch wheels. More and more demand existed, until
a leading truck wheel supplier began feeding this
demand. American Force Wheels located in Miami,
Florida, made this swap a bolt-on affair, as it offers
everything needed to convert a stock dualie into a
great-looking custom head turner. 

American Force Wheels offers wheel adapters to
make this swap to the larger 10-lug wheels and even
200,000-mile tires. American Force Wheels has
changed the big truck wheel aftermarket by offering
direct, no-hassle bolt-on conversion adapters, along
with a huge selection of custom aluminum and steel
wheels. What once required custom machining and
careful aligning is now a simple how-to, and when
combined with the wheels of your choice, it makes for
a very dramatic change. So if you are looking for
something more than your stock dualie wheels and
would like to easily accomplish what was custom
done to the pickup shown in this feature, American
Force Wheels not only has the answer, but it stocks an
extensive variety of large-diameter wheels, including
directional, traditional and custom spoke, all
designed exclusively for large trucks. 

While American Force Wheels caters to the dualie
crowd, it also offers the 8-lug 2500 and F-250 crowd
with a broad selection of large-diameter, heavy-duty
wheel styles and the necessary adapters for bolting
on these big truck wheels. If you are interested in the
big wheel look and you want something dependable
and good looking, swap out those dull-looking facto-
ry wheels with a choice from American Force Wheels.
You can contact the company online at www.ameri-
canforcewheels.com or call 800/620-6259 for more
information. We hope this helps you achieve that cus-
tom dualie look, while saving you all the trouble of
having to make something that fits.

Originally content with the 7.3-liter Power Stroke, Rievley opted to keep the

engine modifications to a minimum. Plans now call for an upgraded Garrett

turbo and larger intercooler for increased power and efficiency.
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